Aims & Topics of Interest

The MUSICAL’16 workshop is a forum to discuss technologies related to future mobile ubiquitous systems, from every possible aspect of information and communication technologies. Since future mobile ubiquitous systems could include a wide range of technologies, including wired and wireless communications, data processing and analytics, mobile and social applications, etc., this workshop accepts all of them to have beneficial discussions related to the upcoming mobile ubiquitous world.

The workshop will be organized in a manner that fosters interaction and exchange of ideas among the participants. Besides paper presentations, time will be allocated to vision or work-in-progress papers that have the potential to stimulate debate on existing solutions or open challenges. This is expected to provide a discussion forum among young researchers and students, which might envision novel ideas that will have a radically different perspective on the current-state.

Topics of this workshop include, but are not limited to:

- ad-hoc networks
- body area networks
- cloud computing
- context-aware applications
- crowd sourcing
- distributed computing
- energy-aware computing/systems
- home gateways/networks
- internet of things
- infrastructure technologies
- * location-based/tracking systems
- * mobile applications
- * mobile data management/analytics
- * mobile device architectures
- * mobile user experience
- * multimedia communication/applications
- * network architecture/protocols
- * peer-to-peer computing
- * security and privacy
- * semantic web technologies
- * sensor networks
- * smart environment
- * social network applications
- * software-defined networks
- * vehicular networks/applications
- * wearable computing
- * web-based technologies
- * wireless communications/network

Submission Instructions and Proceedings

All the submitted manuscript must be max. 6 pages in PDF format and conform to the ACM proceedings format (double-columned pages in 9pt font). Each paper will be reviewed by at least three members of the program committee. The workshop proceedings will be published by ACM. Electronic versions of the papers will be included in the ACM DL and DBLP.

For more detail, please see the website of the workshop (http://musical16.cs.ucy.ac.cy/).
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